
TABLETOP HIFI

As its name suggests the Tabletop HIFI delivers extremely rich hi-fidelity sound in a small 
footprint. The TT1 is able to deliver this level of audio quality using traditional speaker design 
not software tricks found in many of today’s consumer electronics. The design incorporates 
two 4” high efficiency full range drivers, with titanium cones, set in dampened cabinets, ported 
for optimum sound and paired with a down firing 5 1/4” subwoofer to create deep full bass 
response. The speakers are driven with a highly efficient and compact 2.1 class D amplifier set 
discreetly into the back of the cabinet. There you will find volume and subwoofer controls and 
a 3.5mm stereo “Mini-Jack” for audio input options ranging from analog to digital making the 
Tabletop HIFI a truly limitless sound source.

For digital play simply connect a wireless router such as Apple’s Airport Express and the TT1 
can stream directly from your phone, iPod, iPad or computer. Multiple units in different rooms 
can be linked wirelessly to play together or separately. For a more analog experience simply 
connect a turntable and enjoy truly distinctive audio. The TT1 cabinetry is built to the same 
fine furniture standards as our other products and are available in solid Walnut and a range 
of lacquer finishes. Mix and match cabinet finishes and fronts to create combinations that can 
coordinate with virtually any interior.

Design by Blake Tovin and Matt Richmond.

28 3/4” w x 9 1/2” d x 8 1/2” h

    High efficiency 2.1 channel Class 
D amplifier

    4” Full Range Speakers with Titanium 

Cone, Solid Aluminum Phase Plug & 
Santoprene Surround

    5 1/4” Long-Throw Woofer with Poly 
Cone and Rubber Surround

    110Hz 18/dB Octave Crossover

    Subsonic filter on Subwoofer Channel

    Adjustable Volume and Woofer 
Level Controls

    3.5mm Stereo “Mini-Jack” Audio Input

    8 watts per channel Stereo / 15.5 
watts Subwoofer

MSRP - $1,995



STANDARD FINISH OPTIONS

PREMIUM FINISH OPTIONS

Natural Walnut

Glacier White

Jet Black

choose a speaker front finish:

choose a speaker front finish:

choose a speaker front finish:

Glacier White

Natural Walnut

Natural Walnut

Slate Grey

Natural Oak

Natural Oak

custom finishes available
email info@symbolaudio.com for 

pricing and availability

add $200
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